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MACROECONOMICS - CLUTCH
CH. 20 - FISCAL POLICY
CONCEPT: INTRODUCTION TO FISCAL POLICY
● Fiscal Policy involves setting the level of _____________________ and _________ by ____________________

□ Focus specifically on spending and taxes of ______________ government
> Government spending is an important part of __________
- More government spending

 __________

- Less government spending

 __________

> Taxes also influence the level of __________________ available for household’s ________________
- More taxes

 ___________________

- Less taxes

 ___________________

□ Fiscal policy can be discretionary or automatic
> Discretionary fiscal policy – government takes action to change spending or tax levels
- Examples: Tax decrease passes through Congress; $100B project to expand highway system
> Automatic Stabilizer – Spending and taxes that change automatically throughout the business cycle
Taxes during an economic boom

Unemployment insurance during an economic boom

Economy expanding  GDP, Inflation, Income _____ 

Economy expanding  GDP, Inflation, Income _____ 

Taxes _______

Government unemployment payments _______

Taxes during an economic recession

Unemployment insurance during an economic recession

Economy contracting  GDP, Inflation, Income _____ 

Economy contracting  GDP, Inflation, Income _____ 

Taxes _______

Government unemployment payments _______
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CONCEPT: EXPANSIONARY AND CONTRACTIONARY FISCAL POLICY
● The government can change its level of spending or taxes in response to the state of the economy

□ When the economy is in recession, real GDP is below its potential output
> Cyclical unemployment and low investment
> Expansionary fiscal policy – Government ______________ spending to stimulate economy
- Expansionary = more GDP
- The government can also _________ taxes (which _____________ consumption)
Expansionary Fiscal Policy
AD-AS Model

□ When the economy is experiencing rising inflation, real GDP is above its potential output
> Overemployment and increasing price levels
> Contractionary fiscal policy – Government ______________ spending to reduce inflation
- Contractionary = less GDP
- The government can also _________ taxes (which _____________ consumption)
Contractionary Fiscal Policy
AD-AS Model
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CONCEPT: GOVERNMENT PURCHASES AND THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT ON AGGREGATE DEMAND
● The multiplier effect describes how an initial boost in spending leads to a much higher increase in __________

□ When government increases spending, this, in turn, increases ___________ of households
□ The increase in household ____________, leads to an increase in household _______________
> Refer to our calculations of the Marginal Propensity to Consume

□ A second round of spending occurs based on the additional consumption, leading to MORE consumption
□ The chain reaction continues…
EXAMPLE: Governmentland has increased government spending by $5 billion dollars:
Increase in Government Spending
Increase in Consumer Spending
Increase in Consumer Spending
Increase in Consumer Spending

$5 billion
= MPC * $5 billion
= MPC * (MPC * $5 billion)
=
= MPC * (MPC * (MPC * $ 5 billion)
=

The chain reaction continues…
Aggregate Demand

Multiplier Effect
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝐺𝐷𝑃 =

1
∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑡
1 − 𝑀𝑃𝐶
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CONCEPT: TAXES AND THE MULTIPLIER EFFECT ON AGGREGATE DEMAND
● The multiplier effect describes how an initial boost in spending leads to a much higher increase in __________

□ A decrease in taxes is essentially an increase to household _____________
□ The increase in household ____________, leads to an increase in household _______________
> A second round of spending occurs based on the additional consumption, leading to MORE consumption

□ The chain reaction continues…
□ Note: The tax multiplier tends to be _____________ in magnitude than the purchases multiplier
> The tax multiplier is ______________  A decrease in taxes leads to an ____________ in consumption
> Some of the extra disposable income goes to ____________ leading to smaller chain reactions
Aggregate Demand

Tax Multiplier
𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟 =

∆ 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑢𝑚 𝐺𝐷𝑃
∆ 𝑇𝑎𝑥𝑒𝑠
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● Taxes are said to be an automatic stabilizer in the economy:
> Government purchases will stay stable regardless of business cycle without discretionary policy
> The amount of taxes depends on the amount of income being earned
- Economy is booming  GDP, inflation, income _______  Taxes ______  Consumption ______
- Economy in recession  GDP, inflation, income _______  Taxes ______  Consumption ______

Amount of G
and T

Automatic Stabilizer

Real GDP
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CONCEPT: BUDGET DEFICIT AND SURPLUS
● The government budget involves the inflows of _________ and the outflows for _____________ and _____________
𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑆𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒 − 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 − 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑠

□ Budget Surplus – when inflows from tax revenues _____________ the outflows from purchases and transfers
□ Budget Deficit – when inflows from tax revenues _____________ the outflows from purchases and transfers

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

□ During recessions, government spending _______________ leading to a larger ____________________
> The size of the budget deficit or surplus is dependent on the business cycle (i.e. recessions, expansions)

□ Cyclically Adjusted Budget Deficit or Surplus:
> The government’s budget deficit or surplus if the economy were at its ____________ (long-run) GDP
> Automatic Stabilizer – Spending and taxes that change automatically throughout the business cycle
Recession  Income _______  Taxes _______

Expansion  Income _______  Taxes _______

Source: Congressional Budget Office; Bureau of Economic Analysis
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CONCEPT: LONG RUN EFFECTS OF FISCAL POLICY
● The effects of a persistent government budget deficit:

□ To pay for the deficit, the government needs to borrow funds
> Crowding Out – Government competing with firms for loanable funds drives up interest rate
Budget Deficit  Gov. Borrowing _____  Interest Rate _____  Investment Spending _____ LR Growth _____

□ The debt leads to interest payments putting pressure on future budgets
> Government must increases taxes or cut spending to pay off debt in the future
> Government “should” try to balance extra spending during recessions with surpluses during expansions
- Does this actually happen? _______
● The effects of long run tax policy:

□ Tax Wedge – the difference between pre-tax and post-tax income
> Example: You earn $20/hour but are taxed 25%. Post-tax = _______ Tax wedge = _______

□ Lower Individual Income Taxes  More disposable income, leading to more consumption
□ Lower Corporate Income Taxes  Higher returns, leading to more investment
□ Lower Taxes on Capital Gains/Dividends  Increase supply of loanable funds, leading to lower interest rate
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CONCEPT: CRITICISM OF FISCAL POLICY
● The government’s fiscal policy can be ineffective because of a ________________:

□ Recognition Lag: Time between the beginning of a recession (or inflation) and awareness of its existence
> The economy is usually 4-6 months into a recession (or inflation) before it is clearly known

□ Operational Lag: Time between approval of fiscal policy and its impact on the economy
> Tax policy can be put in effect relatively quickly
> Government spending on public projects can take (6-12 months)
- Example: Building highways, dams, and other infrastructure projects
● The government’s fiscal policy can be ineffective because of the ______________ environment:

□ Re-election: Politicians can support inappropriate fiscal policy to help them get re-elected
> A strong economy during the election period will help them get re-elected
> Example: Tax cuts or increased spending for subsidies, health care reform, or education

□ Future Policy Reversals: Changes that are viewed as temporary will not have long-term effects
> Example: Temporary tax cut may not increase consumption (increase savings, maintain consumption)
● The government’s fiscal policy can be ineffective because of the actions of __________________ governments:

□ Pro-cyclical fiscal policy: S&L government generally make policy decisions that worsen recession and inflation
> Act similar to households, S&L government reduce spending during recession
- Generally because they have legal requirements to keep a balanced budget
● The government’s fiscal policy can be ineffective because of the crowding out effect:

□ Increased government spending à Money demand ____à Interest Rate ____ à Investment spending ____
Money Market

Aggregate Demand
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